
Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1509 
(Bagtopper Bow by Marleen 
– twig), Craftables: CR1544 
(Square Backgrounds by 
Marleen), CR1618 (Barrel 
Pond), Distress ink: walnut 
stain, Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PK9175 (Rainbow), Florence 
card: 002 (raffia), 047 (water), 

080 (pudding), Metallic paper: CA3172 (silver), Pearl paper: 
CA3166 (white), Snow paper: CA3181 (flowers), Mini ink 
blending tool

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1515 (Water Lily 
by Marleen), CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1582 (Dragonflies 
by Marleen), Decoupage sheet: 

AK0086 (Eline’s Backgrounds Pastel Meadow), Florence card: 002 
(raffia), 066 (anise), 077 (broccoli), 080 (pudding), 08 (cool 
grey), 084 (tin), Pearl paper: CA3166 (white)

The Collection #122

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all projects:
Craftables: CR1542 (Potted Plants by Marleen – small flowers), CR1605 (Text Labels), CR1619 (Ducks by Marleen), CR1620 (Cattails 
by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1087 (Lieve Teksten), Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Pretty Papers 
design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s Whitewash), Florence card: 068 (lime), 073 (olive), 096 (black), 099 (kraft 
light), Velvet card: white, Card: pale blue, light brown kraft, pale orange, Acryl stamping block, Gel pen: white, Pearls: CA3132 
(white), Pencil: pink, Rhinestones: CA3163 (ice blue)

Cut a 13.5 x 12 cm top-fold card from kraft and adhere 13 
x 11.5 cm white card. Die cut the largest size of the square 
backgrounds from light blue and green card. Cut off the green 
one’s top in a wavy shape (see photo) and adhere to the blue 
one. Adhere to the card. Cut a 12 x 3 cm strip from design paper 
and adhere. Die cut the barrel pond from design paper and work 
it with ink. Die cut the cattail. Cut a slightly curved piece of 
blue paper, slide it with the cattail through the aperture of the 
barrel and adhere. Adhere the pond to the card. 
Die cut the ducks from different colours. Adhere together and 
to the card. Colour their cheeks with a pink pencil and use a gel 
pen to place a white dot in their eyes. 
Die cut a banner from design paper, stamp a text and adhere. 
Die cut the flowers and twigs. Adhere together and to the card. 
Complete the card with adhesive pearls and rhinestones.

Cut a 21 x 10 cm top-fold card from kraft. Die cut the scalloped 
Slimline frame from white and use the dotted one for the 
background picture. Adhere together and to the card. 
Die cut the ducks from different colours. Adhere together and 
to the card. Colour their cheeks with a pink pencil and use a gel 
pen to place a white dot in their eyes. 
Die cut the cattail, dragonfly, flowers, water lily and the leaf. 
Adhere together and to the card. 
Die cut the banner from design paper, stamp a text and adhere. 
Complete the card with rhinestones and adhesive pearls.

Extra needed for this gift 
folder: 
Craftables: CR1515 (Water Lily 
by Marleen), CR1543 (Long 
Backgrounds by Marleen), 
CR1582 (Dragonflies by 
Marleen), CR1583 (Slimline 
Grass-Horizons-Clouds), 
Florence card: 047 (water), 066 
(anise), 077 (broccoli), 082 
(cool grey), 084 (tin), Pattern 
for the gift folder, Pearl paper: 
CA3166 (white), Scoring pen

Copy the pattern of the gift folder to white velvet card, cut out, 
score the lines and fold together. Cut 13.5 x 6.5 cm and 13.5 x 
3.5 cm design paper and adhere to the front flaps of the folder. 
Copy the strip for the narrow wrapper to design paper, score 
the lines, fold aróund the folder and adhere its ends together. 
Attention: do not adhere the wrapper to the folder itself, then it 
will not open again. Cut 12 x 8 cm light brown kraft and 11.5 x 
7.5 cm design paper. Adhere together and then to the wrapper. 
Die cut the largest size of the long backgrounds from light blue, 
green, light green and blue card. Cut the green one’s top in a 
sloping shape (see photo) and adhere to the light blue one. Take 
the light green one and die cut the grass halfway. Then adhere 
to the darker green one. Next take the blue one, cut off the 
top as shown and adhere to the light green one with the grass 
showing. Die cut the cattail and adhere with the blue paper. 
Adhere the whole set to the rectangle of design paper and then 



to the wrapper. Die cut the duck from different colours. Adhere 
together and to the card. Colour its cheek with a pink pencil and 
use a gel pen to place a white dot in its eye. 
Die cut a banner from design paper, stamp a text and adhere. 

Die cut the dragonfly, small cattail, lily leaves and flowers. 
Adhere together and to the card. 
Complete the card with adhesive pearls and rhinestones.
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Extra needed for the blue 
present:
Collectables: COL1444 
(Rosettes & labels), COL1508 
(Bagtopper XOXO by Marleen 
– narrow banner and curls), 
COL1513 (Stargazing by 
Marleen), COL1522 (Bagtopper 
Pacifier by Marleen), Paper set: 
PB7063 (Hoera een Jongetje), 
Florence card: 045 (ocean), 

047 (water), Metallic paper: CA3172 (zilver), Pearl paper: 
CA3166 (white), Baby socks, Gift bag: LR0042 (transparent), 
Stapler, Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver), CA3163 (ice blue), Stars: 
silver, Stickers: CA3182 (Jongetje by Marleen)

Extra needed for the pink present:
Collectables: COL1444 (Rosettes & Labels), COL1495 (Eline’s 
Baby Cot - pillow), COL1508 (Bagtopper XOXO by Marleen - 
narrow banner and curls), COL1522 (Bagtopper Pacifier by 
Marleen), Paper set: PB7064 (Hoera een Meisje), Florence card: 
019 (pink), 096 (black), 099 (kraft light), 101 (off-white), Kraft: 
light brown, Metallic paper: CA3171 (gold), Pearl paper: CA3166 
(white), Baby socks, Gel pen: white, Gift bag: LR0047 (white), 
Pencil: pink, Rhinestones: CA3154 (bronze), CA3156 (pale pink), 
Stapler,Stickers: CA3183 (Meisje by Marleen)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1502 (Clothesline 
by Marleen), CR1581 (Geboren 
Cirkel by Marleen), CR1597 
(Basic Circles by Marleen), 
Creatables: LR0793 (Baby), 
Shaker window: LR0046 (circles 
85 mm), Paper set: PB7063 
(Hoera een Jongetje), PB7064 
(Hoera een Meisje), Pretty 

Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s 
Whitewash), Metallic paper: CA3172 (zilver), white aniseeds, 
Embellishments: orange mini circles, Enamel dots: PL4519 (Two 
mint), Beads: light blue, Sequins: silver, Rhinestones: CA3154 
(bronze), Stickers: CA8184 (Opa & Oma by Marleen) 

Fill the gift bag with socks and silver-coloured stars, fold the 
top 2 cm over and close with two staples.
Die cut the bagtopper from different colours and adhere 
together. Die cut two banners and adhere together with the text 
sticker. Fold the top over along the folding line and adhere the 
bagtopper to the top of the bag.
Die cut the zodiac sign from blue and adhere.
Die cut the rosette and curls from different colours, adhere 
together with the curls in between. Adhere the text sticker in 
the centre. Adhere to the bag.
Die cut two small stars from silver and adhere.
Complete the gift bag with rhinestones. 

Fill the gift bag with socks and silver-coloured stars, fold the 
top 2 cm over and close with two staples.
Die cut the bagtopper from different colours and adhere 
together. Die cut two banners and adhere together with the text 
sticker. Fold the top over along the folding line and adhere the 
bagtopper to the top of the bag. 
Die cut the pillow and adhere. Die cut the bear from different 
colours, adhere together and near the pillow on the bag. Colour 
its cheeks with a pink pencil and place a white dot on its nose.
Die cut the rosette and curls from different colours, adhere 
together with the curls in between. Adhere the text sticker in 
the centre. Adhere to the bag.
Complete the gift bag with rhinestones. 

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card from white velvet card. Cut 
13 x 13 cm plain design paper and 12.5 x 12.5 cm patterned 
design paper. Adhere to the card.
Cut a 13.5 x 6 cm strip of light orange design paper and adhere 
vertically along the left-hand side of the card. Die cut the bib, 
romper and socks from different colours and adhere vertically 
along the strip. Adhere the round text sticker to the right top 
corner.
Take a piece of design paper, place aniseeds, small orange 
circles, blue beads and silver-coloured sequins in the centre. 
Adhere the shaker window on top. Trim the excess design paper 
along the edge.
Die cut the text circle ‘Geboren’ with aperture from white card. 
Die cut the largest basic circle from orange, also with aperture, 
and adhere together. Then adhere the layers around the shaker 
window and to the card. Die cut the text ‘baby’ from silver and 
adhere to the shaker window.
Complete the card with enamel dots and rhinestones.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com
 



Extra needed for the mini 
Slimline cards: 
Craftables: CR1617 (Mini 
Slimline 2 Squares), CR1583 
(Slimline Grass), Stamps+dies 
set: ECO0199 (Eline’s Baby 
Animals), Decoupage sheet: 
AK0090 (Eline’s Baby 

Backgrounds), Paper set by Eline & Marleen: PB7064 (Hoera een 
Meisje), Design folder: DF3449 (Tropical Leaves), Mirror paper 
A4: CA3177 (gold), Copic markers/Alcohol markers, Craft tape: 
LR0010

Extra needed for this card: 
Elephant 
Collectables: COL1521 (Eline’s 
Baby Elephant), COL1514 
(Hot Air Balloon by Marleen), 

Craftables: CR1576 (Slimline Tags), CR1583 (Slimline Clouds), 
Design folder: DF3438, Decoupage sheet: AK0090 (Eline’s Baby 
Backgrounds), Mirror paper A4: CA3177 (gold), Card: brown kraft, 
light grey, dark grey, white, Parchment paper, Rope

Mini Slimline card 2 Giraffe 
Die cut the largest mini Slimline die and the medium size from 
plain design paper (PB7063) and adhere together with foam 
tape. Die cut a circle from a light colour of design paper and cut 
in half. Adhere jungle leaves behind. Cut a grass border from the 
decoupage sheet and adhere with the semi-circle. 
Die cut the word ‘baby’ from plain design paper (PB7064) and 
from gold-coloured mirror paper, adhere slight overlapping. 
Stamp, die cut and colour the giraffe. Then adhere to the card 
with foam tape. Complete the card with enamel dots.

Mini Slimline card 3 Elephant
Die cut the largest one and the medium size of the mini Slimline 
dies from plain design paper (PB7063). Work the edges of the 
medium size with distress ink and emboss jungle leaves with the 
design folder. Adhere the rectngles together with foam tape. 
Adhere the jungle leaves randomly to the top of the card. 
Die cut the word ‘baby’ from gold-coloured mirror paper and the 
solid word from plain design paper. Adhere with foam tape. 
Die cut the Slimline grass from plain design paper and trim to fit 
the card. Stamp, die cut and colour the elephant and adhere. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Mini Slimline card 1: Monkey
Die cut the largest mini Slimline die from plain design paper 
(PB7063). Die cut the medium size and the one with the squares 
together from the background decoupage sheet. Adhere the 
dies together with craft tape before running them through the 
machine. Adhere the rectangle with squares with glue and the 
die-cut frame on top with foam tape, creating a 3D-effect. 
Die cut the jungle leaves (LR0794) from different colours and 
adhere as per example given. Die cut the word ‘baby’ from plain 
design paper and the solid word from darker paper. Adhere them 
together with glue and then to the card with foam tape. 
Stamp, die cut and colour the monkey. Adhere with foam tape. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Die cut the large Slimline tag from design paper (PB7063) and 
the cover sheet from the decoupage sheet. Adhere together. 
Die cut the clouds (CR1583) from white and from the plain back 
of design paper and trim to fit the card. Adhere as per example 
given with foam tape or glue. 
Die cut the body, paws and head of the elephant from plain grey 
paper and the ears from darker grey. Adhere together. 
Die cut the basket of the balloon from kraft and the balloon 
from plain design paper, cut off the top to fit the card. Emboss 
the balloon with the design folder with hearts. Die cut the 
sandbags on the basket from design paper. Place the elephant in 
the basket and adhere all parts to the card.
Die cut the word ‘baby’ from gold-coloured mirror paper and the 
solid word from plain design paper. Adhere the words together 
with glue and then with foam tape to the card. 
Die cut a few feathers (LR0794) and complete the card with 
enamel dots.

Monica Galis
@monicreaa

Materials used for all cards: 
Die cut and embossing machine, Creatables: LR0793 (Baby), LR0794 (Little Jungle Leaves), Paper set by Eline & Marleen: PB7063 
(Hoera een Jongetje), Enamel dots: PL4519 (mint)



Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0753 (Daffodil), 
LR0782 (Lay out 4 Circles), 
Stamps+dies set: CS1114 
(Hetty’s Peek-a-boo Chicken 
Family), Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided 
PK9175 (Rainbow), Card: 
brown

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1551 (Big Tag), 
Creatables: LR0767 (Scalloped 
Squares /small squares), 
LR0747 (Anja’s Butterflies), 
Stamps+dies set: CS1115 
(Hetty’s Peek-a-boo Petting 
Zoo), Card (butterfly), Craft 
tape: LR0010

Extra needed for this 
card: Craftables: CR1617 
(Mini Slimline 2 Squares), 
Stamps+dies set: CS1115 
(Hetty’s Peek-a-boo Petting 
Zoo)

Fold a sheet of design paper in half, creating a 15 x 15 cm card. 
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm brown card. Die cut the lay-out from the 
yellow back of design paper. 
Stamp the peek-a-boo animals on to white stamping paper. 
Colour in and adhere behind the circular aperture. 
Stamp the text, adhere to the brown square and then to the 
card. 
Use foam tape to decorate the card with daffodils and Easter 
eggs.

Die cut the tag and central part from two different designs. 
Die cut the square from a pink back of design paper and at the 
same time die cut the aperture and the frame with dots. Use 
craft tape to adhere the three dies needed to the paper and then 
run them through the machine together. 
Stamp the image on to stamping paper. Colour in the image. 
Then adhere it behind the pink frame and adhere to the tag. 
Complete the tag with a butterfly.

Fold design paper in to an 8 x 15 cm single-fold card. 
Die cut the rectangle with decorative edge from the green back 
of design paper and then die cut the two squares. 
Stamp the images on to stamping paper and choose a suitable 
text. 
Colour in the images and adhere them behind the apertures. 
Then adhere to the front of the card.

Marianne Perlot
mariannedesign.nl
 
General instructions:
- Stamp the images to be coloured with stamping ink Memento tuxedo black and the texts with Archival jet black. 
- The images are coloured with Copic markers. 
- With the stamp master images can be stamped multiple times (re-ink the stamp in between) until you are satisfied with the result.

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink Memento tuxedo black and Archival jet black (Ranger), Text stamps: CS1128 
(Lentegroetjes), Stamp master: LR0029, Stamping paper: wit

Copic markers used:
COCK Yellow: Y19, Y08, Y02, Y11
 Green: YG17, YG13, YG11
 Red: R32, R14, RV29
 Orange: YR12, YR14, YR68
 Brown: E31, E25, E35

CHICKEN Red: R32, R14, RV29
 White: TO
 Yellow: Y19, Y08, Y02, Y11
 Light brown: E25, E31, E41, E50
 Orange: YR12

CHICK Yellow chick: Y02, Y08
 ellow straw: Y02, Y08, Y19, E25
 Orange: YR86
 Eggs: E50, E41, E31
 Blue: BG91, B0000
 Green: YG17, YG13, YG11



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1539 (Punch 
die Lucky), Creatables: 
LR0478 (Hibiscus Tropical 
Leaf), LR0512 (Petra’s Apple 
Blossom), LR0593 (Petra’s 
Magnificent die), LR0697 
(Blossom), Distress ink: 
tattered rose, Decoupage sheet 
Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0207, 
Pretty Papers design paper 
pad: PK7060 (Honeymoon), 
Papicolor card: light pink 
(923), Flat-backed shiny pearls: 
D105 pink, Lace nylon: LB1020 
(salmon), K1020 (cream), 
K1034, CG1004

1. Folding the card (see photo inside card.
Take a light pink A4-sheet. Fold in half and open again Score 
(whole width at 5 cm up from the bottom. Make a 5 cm incision 
starting at the bottom. Fold both flaps inside. Do not adhere yet.

Cut 2x: floral design paper (no. 1) 14.7 x 14.4 cm and for the 
flaps salmon (front no. 6) 4.6 x 14.6 cm. Adhere as per photo. 
Adhere the lace (see instructions for card 2). 
Turn the card, creating a top-fold card; the folded flaps are on 
the left inside the card.

2. Front of the card:
Cut floral design paper (no. 1) 14 x 15 cm. Adhere as per photo. 
Die cut/emboss the outermost border of LR0593: 1x salmon 
design paper (no. 6) and 1x from the plain back (no. 4). Fold in 
half (nr. 4) with the plain side on the outside. Adhere together 
with 3D-glue. Set aside to dry. Adhere (see photo arrows-A) 
the folded part next to the bottom of the salmon design paper. 
Adhere the lace. Die cut and emboss the central frame (LR0593) 
from pearl paper and work with distress ink tattered rose. Adhere 
the picture behind the aperture. Lay the die on red paper and 

Petra van Dam
hobbykaartenpetra.nl 

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine
 
General instructions:
The dimensions in cm are indicated like this: first you see the height and then the width. So, 10 x 5 cm means: the paper is 10 cm 
high and 5 cm wide. Lace is adhered with double-sided tape. 
The front of pearl paper (CA3166) has a pearlescent shine. Make sure to use this side is up. The frame (LR0578) is die cut from this 
paper and worked with distress ink. The glossy layer makes the colours blend nicely. 
Colours can be made darker by applying more layers.

For this card the plain side (this is the back - no. 6) from design paper pad PB7060 (Honeymoon) is used. 
The front and back are sheets from design paper pad PK9180 (Serenity). The sheets are indicted by numbers.

Copic markers used:
COW 
 Grey: BV29, BV23, BV25
 Green: YG17, YG13, YG11
 Pink: R20, RV32
 Blue: BG91, B0000
 Yellow: Y02
 Red: RV29

SHEEP LIGHT BROWN 
 Light brown: E50, E41, E31
 Yellow: Y20, Y08
 Pink: RV000, RV32
 Green: YG17, YG13, YG11
 Blue: BG91, B0000

RABBIT LIGHT BROWN 
 Light brown: E31, E41, E50
 Red: R37, R35
 Green: YG17, YG13, YG11
 Blue: BG91, B0000
 Pink: R20, R32
 Yellow: Y08, Y19, Y20



Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0509 (Tiny’s 
Butterflies), LR0578 (Petra’s 
Amazing Circle), Distress ink: 
various colours, Decoupage 
sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: 
MB0206, Pretty Papers 
design paper-pads: PB7060 
(Honeymoon), PK9180 
(Serenity), Pearl paper: CA3166 
(white), Papicolor card: 
heather (922), Rhinestones: 
CA3162 (smokey grey), Lace 
nylon: LB1025, K1020 cream

1. Folding the card (see photo inside card):
Take an A4-sheet of the colour heather. Fold in half and open 
again. Score (whole width) at 3.5 up from the bottom. Make a 
3.5 cm incision starting at the bottom. Fold both flaps inside. 
Do not adhere yet. 
Cut marble design paper (no. 4) 15.7 x 14.1 cm and for the flap 
plain dark grey (back no. 4) 3 x 14.5 cm. Adhere as per photo.

Tip: finishing the flap. 
First adhere double-sided tape to heather at the top of the flap. 
Then adhere the dark grey strip. Adhere the lace at the top to 
the tape, fold the lace’s ends to the back of the flap and adhere. 
Fold the flaps inside and adhere the ends, leave the centre open. 
Turn the card, creating a top-fold card; the folded flaps are on 
the left inside the card.

2. Front of the card:
Cut plain light pink design paper (PB7060 - no. 6) 14 x 15.5 cm 
and marble design (PK9180 - no. 4) 13.5 x 15 cm. Adhere lace 
as per example. 
Die cut/emboss the frame (LR0578) from pearl paper and the 
outermost border from grey (nr. 8). Adhere the picture in the 
centre behind the pearl paper. Adhere the frame with 3D-glue to 
the grey design paper. Set aside to dry. 
Die cut/emboss the flowers from pearl paper as well and work 
them with distress ink. 
Complete the card as per example given.

draw around in pencil. Cut out and adhere behind the picture. 
Adhere the bottom as per example given. 
Die cut/emboss the flowers, lady bugs and leaves. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Materials:
Craft stencil: PS8137 (Anja’s 
Tulip card), Creatables: LR0795 
(Anja’s Dragonfly Circle), Die 
cut and embossing machine, 
Stamping ink VersaMagic: GD-
058 (hint of pesto), GD-76 
(malted mauve), Decoupage 
sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: 
MB0208 (Circles Spring), 
Card: soft blue, Metallic 
paper: CA3175 (mint), Vellum 
(scrap), Craft tape: LR0010, 
Glitter gloss: 888N (Nuvo), 
Rhinestones: CA3158 (mint)

General instruction:
Cut the incisions in the side flaps of the card next to each other, 
to make it easier to slide the flaps together.

Draw the outline of the tulip shape onto soft blue card, cut out 
and score the folds. Cut shiny card to size and adhere. Cut the 
circle in the front flap. 
Die cut the large circle and at the same time the second size 
from soft blue paper. Adhere the dies together with craft tape 
before running them through the machine. 
Die cut the picture and adhere to the die-cut circle to make it 
stronger. 
Die cut the petals from vellum and work them with ink. Adhere 
the flowers together, one flower with five petals and one with 
six. Apply a touch of glitter gloss. Die cut and work the hearts 
of the flowers. 
Die cut the dragonflies from shiny card. 
Adhere all parts together and complete the card with 
rhinestones.

Anja van Laar
anjavanlaar.blogspot.com


